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11 May 2016  

 

Dear Parents 

 

Another week slips into the annals of Bromsgrove history and there is much to report.  One of the 

questions pupils are asked by visiting inspection teams is whether they feel that they are given 

appropriate opportunities to develop leadership skills in their School life.  It is nearly impossible to 

compile a comprehensive list of the opportunities since they are present in almost every facet of School 

life and a definition of what pupil leadership actually means very much depends on the circumstances. 

 

As our electric car team achieved a win at Rockingham Raceway in the first race meet of the season 

last week, each of the small band of technicians and drivers will have influenced and led at different 

times.  Our Upper Fourth completed their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh award expedition as small, self-

sufficient teams which will have required internal, shared leadership to ensure, as they did, a safe 

arrival at the checkpoints and camp site.  A highlight of my visit to the camp was to see a large and 

enthusiastic group, instead of nursing blisters as might be expected after their 18km hike, engaged in a 

vigorous post-hike game of touch rugby.  Boundless energy! 

 

I could go on, but the essence of the message is that every activity delivers opportunities to develop a 

set of skills that will form the heart of the individual’s approach to leadership in the future.  In our 

assembly at the start of the week, the new School Monitor team for the year ahead signed up to their 

responsibilities in a solemn and powerful ceremony.  It is important to congratulate every one of them in 

this letter but also to note that they will carry their duties in the humble knowledge that many of their 

contemporaries were highly credible prospects for the small number of positions that we have each 

year.  The ongoing challenge is to ensure that we nurture a wide range of skills through suitable 

challenges that forge characters that are at equal ease at the helm or within the team. 

 

On Wednesday of last week there was the creative double bill of The Musicians performance at The 

Repertory Theatre, Birmingham and the Pop and Jazz Concert.  They were both wonderful occasions and 

I thought you might be interested to see some of the musical performances which can be accessed by 

clicking here. 

 

Our athletes have been in form as fine as that of the cricketers this term with overall wins in our two 

home invitational meets.  A slightly weakened team found the going more challenging last weekend at 

Oundle but each of the competitors made us proud through their efforts.  It is difficult to report on so 

many individual performances of note, the Bromsgrove School sport website will provide lots more 

information.  You are, of course, welcome to attend any of the published meets or matches.  Our teas 

for parents are amongst best on the circuit. 
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I have included June Iec’s artwork from the front cover of our new pupil-led magazine Two-Zero-One 

which features reviews, poetry, prose and artwork on a particular theme.  

This issue takes a timely look at pressure with some wonderfully insightful 

writing and a wide range of talents on show.  It is wonderful to see a pupil 

initiative brought to life in such vivid form through the encouragement of 

the staff.  I wonder if this is key to developing pupil leadership skills too. 

In looking ahead, Fifth Form pupils are on the cusp of examination leave.  

I wrote at the end of the Lent Term to explain the arrangements but 

would like to ask for your support in ensuring that they are well turned 

out in normal uniform for examinations and that they ensure that they 

register properly.  It is really important for us to know who is on campus 

at any point in time. 

 

Each week I receive a range of comments on these letters and your 

feedback is welcome.  I am deeply appreciative of the time you take 

to read this each week and hope that it continues to serve your 

needs too. 

 

 

Best wishes 

 
 

Jeremy Hallows 

Head of Senior School 

 

 

 


